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this is an amusing word puzzle game where you need to fill in the blanks on each puzzle with letter tiles to form words. but you can only use each tile once, so you need to think
carefully about which words you are making. the game helpfully includes a dictionary for the 35,000+ words it accepts, and there are a number of difficulty options and assists so
you can enjoy it regardless of your personal vocabulary skills. its been a bit since weve seen an interesting new word game hit the eshop, so if you dig that kind of thing you may
want to give this a closer look. break the chains on the evil sorcerer kuuya and rescue the kidnapped princess. immerse yourself in the unique world of touhou project and enjoy a
magical tale filled with enemies, demons, traps and other various challenges. battle fierce rivals, defeat bosses and collect their scattered items to complete your quest. the evil

sorcerer kuuya has trapped the princess and bound her in chains. now you must set free the princess and free her from her chains. now, personally, i like to call super mario 64 as
a "game." most of the time, i dont think of it as a game at all. there is no telling how many hours of my life i've spent playing it, and i'm not even 30 yet. i'm not trying to say this
game is better than touhou big big battle because the whole point of this article is not to say touhou big big battle is the "better" game, but rather that touhou big big battle is the
game that super mario 64 should have been. i know that sounds weird but hear me out. mario 64 is basically the game's own version of touhou big big battle. the game exists on
its own as a mario game, but it also shows what the game would have been like had its developers had more time to work on it. there are a lot of ideas that were left out of the

final version because of time constraints. one of those is the ability to control the camera, allowing you to navigate through the world with ease. all of the levels of super mario 64
are a combination of exploring, finding treasure, and solving puzzles.
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